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I very much hope that there is still plenty of summer still to go, but the darker evenings and
recent weather are a reminder that autumn on its way.
It is now only about ten days to what in normal times would have been our first meeting at
Bishop Allenby Hall in this the Club’s 130th year. Time seems to have flown by, but hopefully
this also means that we are steadily moving closer to a solution to the present Covid-19
problems.
One change that has been very significant over the last six months and will bring definite
changes to the way people meet and interact with each other in the future is the use of on-line
video conferences, presentation, tutorials, etc. Zoom seems to be the most popular system
amongst Camera Clubs and as things stand we will be using Zoom for all of our meetings on
both Tuesday and Thursday evenings up until the end of the year.
Before looking forward to the new season, I really must thank Nigel Reader, Eric Williams and
Alan Yeates – I apologise if I have missed anyone – for providing some excellent talks to
interest us and help keep the Club Members together during the summer. I would also like to
thank them for organising an Annual Club Show and AGM to round off last season’s activities.
Finally I must thank the Special Interest Group leaders for adapting to Zoom and keeping the
Groups moving forward.
Right – where do we go from here!?
On Tuesday 1st September we have Paul Mitchell FRPS talking on ‘Woodland Ways’. Paul is on
both the Fine Art and Landscape RPS Distinction Panels and I’ve seen Paul give what I guess
was a similar talk before. He is very good and it will be an excellent evening. Have a look at
Paul’s website:
https://www.paulmitchellphotography.co.uk/
Moving forward to the 8th September we have the man with the unpronounceable name,
Tony Worobiec FRPS! Tony, who coincidentally is also on the Fine Art and Landscape RPS
Distinction Panels has been to Worcester before and again this should be an excellent evening.
Tony’s website:
https://www.tonyworobiec.com/
On Tuesday 15th, Stu McKenzie, who is based in Malvern is going to talk about Extreme
Migrations. This includes taking us back to Mongolia and Eagle Hunters so should be another
great evening. Stu’s website:
https://www.stumckenziephotography.com/
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Elsewhere in this Photonews I have written an article on the proposed new Photography
Development Group, which potentially has a very wide remit. From the initial idea of a
Thursday evening Group to help Members with their entries into Internal Competitions, it is in
danger of growing into a full-blown photography training school!
I am not against this as personally I believe that one of the main functions of a Camera Club is
to develop Members’ photographic skills. Preferably not (as often seems to be the case) by
letting them take photographs or enter images into a competition and then telling them what
is wrong with them. Some guidance on how to get them right before they press the shutter
or print the image would be far better.
I really would welcome Members’ thoughts on what they would like to see this Group
cover – or indeed more generally what they would like the Club to do – so please let me
know!
Enjoy your photography and stay safe,
Duncan.
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As you will be aware, at present the Club has three Special interest Groups, which in normal
times would meet at the British Legion on a Thursday evening.
They are the:
� Contemporary Group on the 1st Thursday of the month
� Digital Imaging Group on the 3rd Thursday of the month
� Audio-Visual Group on the 4th Thursday of the month
At present all of these Groups are meeting very successfully on Zoom.
Earlier this year, as part of the discussion on whether or not we should change Club
Competitions (remember the questionnaire in mid-February?), a proposal was made to form
a Competitions Special Interest Group, which would fill in the gap and meet (we think that
we can get a booking) on the 2nd Thursday of the month at the British Legion.
The original aim of this new Group was to help Members prepare winning images and
encourage them to enter these into both internal and external competitions.
Since then much thought has gone into what this new Group should actually cover and its
remit has become much wider (possibly too wide?!).

I am very excited to announce that the now renamed Photography Development Group
(PDG) will have its first meeting on Zoom on
hope that as many Members as possible will be able to join in.

and I very much

Potentially the PDG has a very wide remit. I presented some proposed Terms of Reference
to the Club Committee at our August meeting; these were already wide ranging and have
become even wider following subsequent discussion. The following are our present
thinking, which will be probably modified as the PDG itself develops:
The principal aim of the Group is to encourage and enable Club Members to develop their
photographic skills both in the capturing of images and in the processing and presentation
of those images to an audience.
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In each of the items listed below constructive criticism of Members’ images in preparation for
submission will be provided either from within the Group or by reference to more
experienced Club Members.
Note that it is not intended that the Group provides in depth tuition on the use of software
such as Lightroom, Photoshop, etc. Members requiring such tuition will be directed towards
the Digital Imaging Group.
Needless to say an underlying aim is that the photographer themselves is also pleased with
their final image!
1. To encourage Members to enter their images into Internal Club Competitions, particularly
if they are new to photographic competitions.
If Group Members think it beneficial, competitions will from time to time be organised
within the Group, judged by experienced Club Members or external Judges.
One possibility is that Group Members could be set a project at one meeting to be
completed and entered into a competition at the next meeting.
2. To encourage and enable Members to present their images to a wider audience outside of
the Club through external competitions, exhibitions, salons, etc.
A database of external events (including first-hand experience from Members who have
entered them, what worked, what didn’t, etc.) will be created for Group Members to refer to
and add to as the knowledge base of the Group widens.
Club Members with experience of exhibiting or assessing external events will be asked to
talk to the Group about their experiences and offer expert advice.
3. To encourage Members to develop their photographic skills by entering the Club Diploma
Scheme.
4. To encourage Members to develop their photographic skills by applying and taking part in
external Distinction Schemes such as those provided by the RPS, PAGB, etc. Information
on what Distinctions are available and how to apply to enter them will be held within the
Group.
Club Members with experience of entering or assessing Distinction Schemes will be asked
to talk to interested Members of Group about their experiences and offer expert advice.
5. To supplement the Club Mentoring Scheme by providing guidance on particular
photographic genres, camera technique, image processing and image presentation.
If necessary and where possible practical sessions will be arranged.
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As I said above potentially the PDG has a very wide remit. One area that needs further
consideration is how much tuition is provided from within the Group on software packages
such as Lightroom, Photoshop, etc.
Personally I was trying to avoid getting into too much detail on image processing or image
manipulation, probably because I am primarily a nature and landscape photographer who
does not do heavy computer manipulation of my images. But it has been pointed out that
many images that do well in external competitions, salons, etc. have been very heavily
manipulated so these processes cannot be ignored.
As I said above, potentially the PDG has a very wide remit and it will need input from a good
number of the experienced photographers in the Club.
First off are you interested in either being a Member of the Group or providing your
experience to the Group?
Do let me know or join in to find out more on
(I will send out details of the Zoom link, etc. nearer to the time).
Duncan Locke LRPS
Chair, WCC

The first competition is
- due the current situation (re the “C” word) all
competitons until Christmas are being run on zoom and will be pre-judged.
To enable us to do this and to give the us, the competition secretaries, and the judge time to
get it ready for competition night it will be necessary to bring the hand in date forward to
The judge for this competitions will be Colin Walls. Details for the later competitions can be
found on the club website. Entries will be by PhotoEntry, please make sure all photos are sized
correctly. PhotoEntry will adjust them if incorrect, but only within its parameters which may
affect the quality of your entry.
As mentioned in a recent article in Photonews we now have a Beginner's section in addition to
Intermediate and Advanced - however you must tell us if you think that would be
Chris Ford or
beneficial to you. If you are interested in the Beginners section
Brian Haden.
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We have decided that the
We know that it has been difficult to get out and about over recent months to take new
photo’s, so we are expecting that you will be delving into your archives.
been entered previously, or is so
Please make sure that anything you decide to use has
similar so that it may be mistaken for one. Last year there were occasions when photos were
entered more than once, which is against Club rules.
so you can get those entries in as soon as you are ready!
We look forward to receiving your photos and having a great year of competitions.
Chris Ford & Brian Haden – Competition Secretaries.

Current Government guidance allows up to people from different households to meet
out of doors. As a result - the Committee has agreed that we can have very small Ad Hoc
meetings where we can take photographs at a location as long as social distancing is
observed and as long as we travel to that location in separate cars, unless of course you are
part of the same family group.
We have decided that Ad Hoc meetings have to be in rural situations in other words not in
towns or cities.
If you are going to organise an Ad Hoc Meeting, please take on board the above guidance
and include this information in your PDF guide.
You will have to limit the numbers going to 6 and make sure you put yourself down first,
so that is the organiser and 5 other people only!
Please remember organising an Ad Hoc event is not for someone else to do, it is for any club
member to organise. If you look on the members’ side of the website under
Ad Hoc > Archives you will get an idea of some of the places we have been before lockdown.
Maddy Pennock
Members’ Secretary
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Jeff writes:On a breezy, sunlit afternoon, club members met at the Deer Park business centre in the lee
of Bredon Hill for a foray up to the Tower.
Bredon Tower is a well-known Worcestershire eye catcher erected within the Iron Age fort on
Bredon Hill by Mr. Parson of Kemerton Court in the late 18th century. These days it also
serves as a telephone mast point.
The lockdown size group carried varying lens lengths for landscapes, wild flowers and birds.
Using designated footpaths - generally but not always well marked - our walk was a little
steep in places but the group took it in their stride. Naturally, we took frequent opportunity
to admire the view, looking west across the Avon Valley to the Malverns.
On the ascent, Nick found and photographed a superb hummingbird hawk moth, and a buzzard
mobbed by crows entertained us. A red kite was found at the summit and Colin achieved
shots of a juvenile canary-like yellowhammer which posed beautifully for us.
It would be fair to say that typical of August in these parts, bird numbers were low, but with
the wheat fields glowing and the Avon resplendent in the sunshine, the views of a substantial
portion of our county were well worth the climb.
It was a pleasure (and a relief) to enjoy an afternoon’s photography together. We came away
with cobwebs blown far away and a useful walk in our back pockets for future
reference.
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Others may choose to put their images print or projected images into
to be judged by outside visiting judges, some of whom guide the author on how to improve
their images.
We offer three (soon to be four)

;

The Digital Group
The Contemporary Group
The Audio-Visual Group (AV)
All three are excellent ways to share images and receive guidance on how to improve your
images.
We also offer
following much of the guidance given by the RPS, but
setting the standard lower than the RPS distinctions. These are only pertinent in our club
and are not transferrable to another club should you move away from away. The
journey towards a distinction is a wonderful way to learn your craft of photography!
Finally
offers either a one to one informal experience or a small group to learn
about a variety of subjects to improve the learner’s photography.
Those who mentor are ordinary club members who offer their guidance freely to help other
club members. Initially we asked members if anyone fancied being a mentor and then asked
the what they would be happy to teach. From this our list was created, which can be seen on
the Members side of the website, and it is liable to change from year to year.
Since lockdown much has changed. You can still work towards your RPS or PAGB
distinctions. Internal competitions will resume but only as Projected Digital Images (PDIs)
via Zoom online conferencing meetings. All three Specialist Interest Groups are running
successfully using Zoom meetings.
The Internal Diploma course has not stopped and members are still working towards their
distinctions. When members are ready to submit their images those of us who are assessors
will have to work out how we can meet and judge their work.
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Every September I ask members if they would like to be mentors. You don’t have to have
all the answers, but a willingness to look things up and learn together. And, you obviously
have to like people!
This year I am asking if potential Mentors would be happy to mentor a small group (maybe
up to 5 people) and be able to meet with their group fairly regularly using the Zoom facility.
I have been mentoring a small group of between 4 – 5 people all who are using different
cameras, some asking about the basics of photography to more advanced post production
using Lightroom and Photoshop. It is actually quite good fun! We have become friends
and the individual questions and queries educate all the group members, and in some instances, they educate me!
We particularly could do with some guidance from members to help people relatively new
to making AVs. For example, if you are a PC owner and you use Pictures to Exe and could be
a mentor please let me know. Likewise, if you are a PC owner and use either Proshow Gold
and Pro and are happy to help let me know! Finally, if you are a Mac user and use
Fotomagico I need to hear from you!
My final paragraph is if you would like some mentoring, now is your chance to ask!
Either contact me directly or use the Members’ side of the website > Club Activities >
Mentoring > REQUESTS > and choose from the dropdown box of main titles (Mentoring
Catagories) and choose the OPTIONS within that category. There is a place where you can
write something extra to me if necessary. I will pick up the requests and put you with an
appropriate mentor in due course.
Maddy Pennock
Mentoring Coordinator

The Committee has agreed that we will offer our support.
Please read the following email sent to me:
Dear Maddy Pennock,
Worcester City Council is working with colleagues at Worcestershire County Council to support plans for
community engagement as part of our planning for COVID-19 outbreak control.
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Following lessons learnt in other parts of the country, it is clear that engagement with local communities is
essential.
We are contacting community volunteers, organisations and local influencers who we believe would help
disseminate information to the local community.
We understand that you are Members Secretary at Worcestershire Camera Club and we hope that we can count
on your support!
Your support will be required to relay information bulletins to the community including reaching out to those
in hard to reach communities or socially isolated individuals who may be unaware of COVID-19
related announcements.
All information bulletins will be prepared by colleagues in public health and will be ready for you to link to
your community in the following ways:
·
·
·
·

Social media
Messaging services such as WhatsApp
Electronic newsletters
Posters in venues

We will be in contact with further information shortly.
Should you wish to opt out of future correspondence, please email community@worcester.gov.uk and your
contact details will be removed from the list.
Yours sincerely,
Jack Saunders

It is with sad news that we have to report that Gwen Small passed away on
Monday 10th August following a stroke. The funeral will take place on Tuesday
September 1st - but under the Covid-19 restrictions we may not be represented.
If members wish to contribute to either a floral tribute or sympathy flowers for her husband
please contact Maddy.
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There have been more than 2,500 species of moths recorded in the British Isles, of these
about 800 are referred to as 'macro-moths', they are the larger species which can usually be
identified without resorting to a magnifying glass.

Large Emerald Moth

Chimney Sweeper Moth

In Britain we have around 270 species of bee, just under 250 of which are solitary bees.

Honey Bee

Bumble Bee

The UK has 59 species of butterflies – 57 are resident species and we have two regular
migrants – the Painted Lady and the Clouded Yellow.

Clouded Yellow

Painted Lady
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The summer months are the best times to dust off your macro lens or close-up attachment
to embark on some insect photography.
Some insects are more appealing than others.
Ladybirds, Dragonflies and Damselflies compete for top spot in the insect world as they are
both colourful and appealing.

Southern Hawker Dragonfly

Azure Damselflies Mating

Butterfly photography is easily accessible; you can find subjects to shoot in your own back
garden or a local meadow, however, at times they can be very challenging subjects.
To achieve both aesthetically and technically good butterfly images requires good
field-craft, knowledge and skill.
The rarer species can prove to be difficult to locate, awkward, and challenging to shoot.
But, in frame-filling close-up, insects and butterflies in particular are really hugely photogenic.
Worldwide there are somewhere in the region of 20,000 butterfly species, Fritillaries,
Swallowtails, Blues and Skippers being among the better-known families.
They have inhabited almost every type of environment and can migrate large distances –
and in very large numbers too.
In the Midlands we are fortunate to have some very choice species to attempt to photograph, including Large Blue, Adonis Blue, Silver-studded Blue, Purple Emperor, Wood White
and Brown Hairstreak.

Large Blue egg laying on Marjoram

Adonis Blue
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Silver-studded Blues mating

Purple Emperor

Wood White

Brown Hairstreak

Local knowledge is extremely important as some of the species live in very localised areas
containing the insects often very specific needs, sometimes co-habiting with other species.
The Silver-studded Blue for example can only be found on Prees Heath Common in
Shropshire. Prees Heath is the last place in the West Midlands where the threatened
Silver-studded Blue Butterfly can be found.
Silver-studded Blues, and also Large Blues have a long-term interaction with their own
particular ant species, this is called a symbiosis association, the relationship being beneficial
to both partners.
In ecology, a biological interaction is the effect that a pair of organisms living together in
a community have on each other, butterflies and ants for example.
These effects may be short-term, like pollination and predation, or long-term; both often
strongly influence the evolution of the species involved.
In recent years a few rare species have been reintroduced by nature lovers, these include
the Large Blue, Wood White and the Brown Hairstreak.
When photographing butterflies be patient and choose your subject well, try to avoid
butterflies that have been “around the block”, look for pristine specimens that have no tatty
wing edges.
Depth of field is paramount in insect photography and because of the nature of the subject
focus stacking is virtually impossible. So, it is usually just one stab at it and one must accept
that parts of the image will be out of focus.
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However, this condition complies very much with the fundamentals of natural history photography.
Try to make sure that you photograph the insect “flat on”, not at an angle if at all possible,
this will greatly increase your chances of getting more of your subject in focus.

Brimstone on Thistle

Try to get the head and in particular the closest eye in focus, it is doubtful if you will get
both antennae in focus, but please try.

Small Copper on Heather

I tend to use high ISO numbers, often around 800 as subjects will often be in shade, I always
set my camera to aperture priority for insect photography.
Please take lots of images and be prepared to discard the vast majority of them, if I get five
keepers from a five-hour shoot then I am happy.
It is also preferable to show something of the subject’s natural environment which should
include its food plant or the plant that nature has determined it should lay its eggs on.
Over the next couple of months for example, the Peacock Butterfly will lay its eggs, often
about 500 at a time and several layers deep, on the underside of stinging nettle leaves.
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By laying them in layers they increase the chances that some will be protected from desiccation and also birds looking for a meal.

Peacock

Purple Hairstreaks live in colonies in the top of Oak nurse trees, Brown Hairstreaks choose
Ash tree canopies, both of these species feed on honeydew secreted by other insects.

Purple Hairstreak

I have organised many outings to help club members understand butterflies and some of
their specialised habitats, and I will do so again when the situation improves and conditions
are favourable.
I am always available for help and advice with natural history subjects, please phone me
or drop me an email, I will respond.
Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE4 WSDP2
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Zeneca Bronica ETR Si 6 x 4.5 cm Body
180 mm lens
75 mm lens 1; 2.8
50 mm lens 1;2.8
1 x 62Mmm skylight filter
X2 Converter
Speed grip
AE-111 prism finder E
Extra film back
Digital SLR

E-M10 Mark 111 Body includes battery, lens hood, cables etc

H-X025 Leica lens E-M10 111 OMD f1.4/25mm
Panasonic Leica lens H -X015 Micro x4

15mm f 1.7 ASPH

Panasonic Leica lens MICRO 4/3 f it HRS 100 400 F4-6.3 ASPH
Camera DMC -FZ5 with 12x optical zoom
Leica lens including lens hood, battery charger and spare battery
Digital SLR D70 Body
Camera case, lens hood, charger and spare battery
AF-S NIKKOR 18-55MM lens 1:3.5-5.6G
AF-S NIKKOR 18-105MM F3-5 with U/V filter and lens hood
NIKKOR 105MM 1:2.5 f2.5 with U/V filter
NIKKOR 28 mm Lens 1:3.5
NIKKOR 50mm lens 1: 1.8 with U/V filter
DISTAGON ZEISS lens 2/35mmm ZF.2 with lens hood
NIKKOR AF-S DX 55-300MM LENS F4.5-5.6g Ed VR
fe 35MM FILM CAMERA
A7 with extra battery, case, charger cables etc
ZEISS lens f1.8 55mm with U/V filter
ZEISS lens F2.8 90mm macro GOSS
ZEISS lens F2/35 mm with Hoya U/V filter
VAROUS other PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT:B.P.M. UNIVERSAL BELLOWS
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PLUS TEK OPTIC FILM USB SCANNER
COLOURMONKI FOR WINDOWS XP
SUNPAK AUTO 455 FLASH GUN
MISHERPA 450N VEBBON TRIPOD + CARRY CASENI TRIPODS X2
All I have seen looks in very good condition and the majority include original boxes and receipts. She is open
to offers on any item.

Perhaps anyone interested could ring me (07977900205) and I will pass on messages and their
contact details..

MCPF Seminar 18th October 2020 Zooming In
Time to Resume your Passion Get Motivated Cultivate Inspiration
This inspiring Zoom Seminar brings together a first-class collection of speakers, photography and enthusiasts giving you all the
opportunity for discussion and to share in inspirational photography.
We are pleased to announce an excellent line-up of speakers
Jane Lazenby BA Hons, ASEA, SAAPA, QTFE2, UKCPS, LRPS, BPE3*, CPAGB, AFIAP, LMPA, EFIAP

Working with Textures
This is a NOT to be missed Workshop Seeing is Believing
Jane will answer all questions, what and how to do when working with Textures, sourcing and creating textures is explained with simplicity and clarity,
how to use blend modes, with 3 different methods of how to successfully apply textures to an image.
Jane will invite a limited number delegates to submit images via email for a live edit, Jane will take between 3-5 images then travel slowly and clearly through
the technical aspects, happily repeating steps if requested and applying textures from her own stock to create final Master Pieces, giving narrative every click
on transformation journey.
Jane believe that seeing the process happen 'for real' is extremely valuable for delegates.

Phil Savoie

Phil was at the BBC Natural History Unit until 1994 and was a producer/director/cameraman. He has a photography obsession and has travelled the
globe fulfilling his dream
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Phil's 'Up your Photography' DPI lecture covers topics not found in most photo lectures from the science of our vision to understanding resolution and lens
optics, the psychology of perspective and the odd BBC Natural History Unit war story. In short everything but the kitchen sink from a 40 year pro with 2
graduate degrees in imaging. It is told with local images covering all genres from macro to landscape, sport, wildlife, street, people and astrophotography it has something of interest for all photographers. Throughout Phil shares
novel and hard won tips that will allow members to improve and inspire their results straight away.

David Keep ARPS, DPAGB, ABPE, AFIAP
David is an award-winning photographer with a distinct style of image which packs a punch and emphasises the subject. After leaving full-time employment in

2015 he joined a local camera club and has never looked back: "The club structure in the UK is a wonderful resource for anyone looking to develop their
photography - the help and encouragement I've received has been outstanding." He unashamedly describes himself as a competition photographer and his
images are produced with the necessary impact needed to create an immediate impression with judges - this has brought him success in numerous national
and international competitions.
However, his greatest love is underwater photography and it's a passion that's taken him all around the world photographing the amazing creatures that
swim in our oceans.

Tickets Can be Purchased
From the MCPF Webb Site https://www.mcpf.co.uk/seminars/ click on tickets
You will have the option of choosing how many lectures you wish to watch
each of the 3 lecture ( by putting a tick in a box) will be £4.00 each, choosing all 3 lectures will be discounted £10.00
Meeting ID's and Pass Code's will be emailed to you for each lecture

Event Information
The first lecture Jane Lazenby will commence at 10.30 to 12.00 hrs Break one 12.00 to 12.30
The Second lecture Phil Savoie will commence at 12.30 to 14.00 hrs Break two 14.00 to 14.30 hrs

The Third lecture David Keep 14.30 to 16.00hrs

Event Location
In your own home

Contact details
Mike Sharples MPAGB ABPE ARPS EFIAP seminarsec@mcpf.co.uk
Mobile 07774 321411

s
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